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Anchors Aweigh
South Goodwin Light Ship Tragedy
The ship was part of the continuity of light vessels that had stood
station around the British coastline for centuries. Light vessels
were first introduced in the mid-1700s and steadily improved due
to advancements in technology; moving from wooden hulls to
steel, better light masts and more powerful engines to power the
lanterns. However, even at this point light vessels did not have
engines and, in most cases, had to be towed into position by Trinity
House tenders, which also supplied the ship.
Built in 1937 in the Philip & Son dockyards in Devon, the South
Goodwin LV (Light Vessel) was ordered by Trinity House as part
of their new fleet. Trinity House was founded in 1514 and is
responsible for lighthouses in England, Wales, the Channel Islands
and Gibraltar.
The LV was equipped with four ‘mushroom’ shaped anchors to help stabilise its position. The role of the light vessel
was to provide a constant position for reference by navigators aboard vessels in the area. It was one of the ironies of
working on a light vessel that crew members spent months at sea, yet barely moved from one position. It was part of a
duo of light vessels that were stationed at the Goodwin Sands, the other being at East Goodwin Sands.
Crewmen aboard light vessels were not trained as lighthouse keepers; instead they came from a merchant seaman
background. They were also paid less as their vessel did not move from its appointed position and no motive power. As
such it took a particular kind of person to work on a light vessel, one who possessed patience and willingness to place
themselves in a potentially deadly conditions for the good of others.
The Straits of Dover is the busiest shipping lane in the world. Just north of its narrowest point stands the Goodwin
Sands: 35 miles of shifting sands have been the graveyard to Viking longships, galleons, liners, tugs, yachts and
trawlers of every nationality and a lightship - the South Goodwin lightship LV 90.
Tom Skipp was a worried man on the evening of 26 November 1954 as he prowled the deck of LV 90, checking that all
was secure. Huge waves were already sweeping the deck, putting a strain on the 410 metres of heavy cable. Below, the
crew were doing their best to protect themselves from the sudden jerking movements, as the wind, now a hurricane
force 12, and a full flood tide battered the light vessel. Sometime between midnight and 01:00 the cable parted but such
was the battering no one would have known.
Ashore, Ramsgate and Deal Coastguard were worried, but visibility was low. Suddenly, at about 01:15, LV 12 the East
Goodwin Light Vessel saw its sister ship sweep past six miles north of the station; they could only watch in horror. The
crew, we know, mustered in the galley and shortly afterwards the ship hit the sands in Keller Gut, collapsing onto her
starboard side.
Inside, the men were fighting for survival, the galley door was under water sealing off the exit, but one man, the
survivor Andrew Murton, scrambled through the skylight and into the inferno that was raging above. Meanwhile
lifeboats from Dover and Ramsgate and a United States search and rescue helicopter from Manston were launched, but
it was not until daylight that the wreck was located by the helicopter. In an amazing feat of accurate flying, for which
the crew received bravery awards, the helicopter snatched Murton from the hull. (Andrew Murton was a visitor
observing bird migration for the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries).
He had survived the worst channel storm in two centuries. His first words were for his fellow crew mates whom he
knew were still alive, trapped in the hull. But even as the rescue operation for them was being launched the race against
time and tide was being lost. The lifeboats could not get near to the light vessel and within hours the tide had enveloped
her and those trapped inside her hull. The extreme weather lasted a further day, and on 28 November divers eventually
were able to get onboard. The crew of seven were never found. The ship did not disappear entirely however and at low
tide traces of her can still be seen today.
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Is this the wreck of the first British ship torpedoed in WW2?
By Jonathan Amos BBC Science Correspondent 5th October 2017

The remains of the first British ship to be
sunk in WW2 appear to have been identified
on the Atlantic seabed. Shipwreck-hunter
David Mearns says sonar data shows the
transatlantic passenger liner “Athenia” to be
lying 200m down on Rockall Bank, off
Ireland.
A German submarine torpedoed the ship
hours after Britain declared war on Hitler in
1939 - more than 100 people, including
many Americans, were killed. Germany
initially denied involvement fearing the US
would join the war. U-boat commander Fritz
Julius Lemp had mistaken the liner for an
armed cruiser and the German naval
authorities tried to cover up the sub's
actions. They even attempted to blame the sinking on Winston Churchill, who on that very day, 3 September, 1939
was appointed First Lord of the Admiralty.
The Germans said he had ordered a British submarine to fire on the Athenia as part of a plot to force Washington's
hand. The full truth only emerged at the Nuremberg Trials. Chamberlain's famous “this country is at war with
Germany” broadcast was delivered shortly after 11 in the morning. The torpedo from U-30 struck the Athenia at
7:38 that evening. She was slow to go down, disappearing beneath the waves, stern first, at 11 the next morning.
David Mearns, who has found some two dozen major wrecks for insurers and TV companies, says the Athenia's hull
is visible in sonar data acquired by the Geological Survey of Ireland. It is split in the aft section where the torpedo
hit, but otherwise is sitting proud of the sediment and looks to be in reasonable shape.
To the untrained eye, sonar imagery can be difficult to interpret, but Mr Mearns says the dimensions of the target
match exactly what would be expected of a 160m-long, 13,500-tonne passenger liner. What is more, the coordinates
are very close to those sent out by the Athenia's radio officer in his distress call, and recorded in the logbooks of the
vessels that came to the rescue.
“Can I go into a court of law and say, '100%, that's Athenia?' No. But barring a photograph I can say in my expert
opinion there's a very, very high probability that that's Athenia. Everything fits,” said Mr Mearns, who sets out the
case in his book The Shipwreck Hunter. The relatively shallow water on Rockall Bank, an area of raised seabed a
few hundred km from the Irish coastline, means it should be reasonably straightforward to send down a remotely
operated vehicle to investigate the sonar contact.
The Donaldson Atlantic Line SS Athenia was built in Glasgow and the city's Riverside Museum of transport has an
exhibition dedicated to the vessel and the stories surrounding its sinking.
The rescue effort by six other ships was nothing short of heroic, according to testimony. 1,306 individuals were
successfully pulled off the Athenia in deteriorating seas. Most of those who died were in two lifeboats that were
smashed just as they were about to be saved. When she left Liverpool on 2 September, three-quarters of her
passengers were women and children.
The loss of life from the sinking of the Athenia was contained at only 118 though most deaths resulted from the
Norwegian rescue ship Knut Nelson which clumsily chewed up a lifeboat with its propellers during the rescue.
“It was a shocking event,” said Riverside curator Emily Malcolm. “We've got
several items on display including the watch from the ship's cook. We've also got a
detailed model of the Athenia. You can see all the lifeboats. It was something
Donaldson had made when the ship was built,” she told BBC News.
Lemp did not render any assistance to his victims and fearing that he might be
recalled and relieved, he did not report the incident to BdU. He simply sailed away
silently.
Fritz Julius Lemp commanded submarines for another two years. He eventually lost
his life in a confrontation in 1941 when his U-110 boat was forced to the surface
after being damaged by depth charges. The British captured the submarine and took
possession of its Enigma cipher machine. Senior figures in the German navy were
convicted at Nuremberg for war crimes in relation to the Athenia affair. The attack
on an unarmed passenger liner was a clear breach of international protocols.
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The Queen Mary Strikes
This year marks the 76th anniversary of the sinking
HMS Curacao and it wasn’t sunk by the Germans or
Japanese or other Axis powers but by one of the most
famous cruise liners HMS Queen Mary.
On the morning of 2 October 1942, Curacoa
rendezvoused north of Ireland with the ocean liner
Queen Mary, who was carrying 10,000-odd American
troops of the 29th Infantry Division. The liner was
steaming an evasive “Zig-Zag Pattern No. 8” course at
a speed of 28.5 knots (52.8 km/h; 32.8 mph), to evade
submarine attacks. The elderly cruiser remained on a
straight course at a top speed of 25 knots (46 km/h; 29
mph) and would eventually be overtaken by the liner.
Each captain had different interpretations of The Rule
of the Road believing their ship had the right of way. Captain John Boutwood of the Curacoa kept to the liner’s
mean course to maximize his ability to defend the liner from enemy aircraft, while Captain Charles Illingworth of
the Queen Mary continued their zig-zag pattern expecting the escort cruiser to give way.
“We could see our escort zig-zagging in front of us it was common for the ships and cruisers to zig-zag to confuse
the U-boats. In this particular case however the escort was very, very close to us. I said to my mate “You know she’s
zig-zigging all over the place in front of us, I’m sure we’re going to hit her.” And sure enough, the Queen Mary
sliced the cruiser in two like a piece of butter, straight through the six-inch armoured plating.
The RMS Queen Mary was used as a troopship throughout World War II and usually crossed the Atlantic without an
escort, relying on her speed to evade the U-Boats. In the WWII conversion, the ship’s hull, superstructure and
funnels were painted navy grey. As a result of her new colour, and in combination with her great speed, she became
known as the “Grey Ghost.” To protect against magnetic mines, a degaussing coil was fitted around the outside of
the hull. Inside, stateroom furniture and decoration were removed and replaced with triple-tiered wooden bunks,
which were later replaced by standee bunks.
At 13:32, during the zig-zag, it became apparent that Queen Mary would come too close to the cruiser and the liner’s
officer of the watch interrupted the turn to avoid Curacoa. Upon hearing this command, Illington told his officer to:
“Carry on with the zig-zag. These chaps are used to escorting; they will keep out of your way and won’t interfere
with you.”At 14:04, Queen Mary started the starboard turn from a position slightly behind the cruiser and at a
distance of two cables (about 200 yards (183 m)). Boutwood perceived the danger, but the distance was too close for
either of the hard turns ordered for each ship to make any difference at the speeds that they were travelling. Queen
Mary struck Curacoa amidships at full speed, cutting the cruiser in half. The aft end sank almost immediately, but
the rest of the ship stayed on the surface a few minutes longer.
Acting under orders not to stop due to the risk of U-boat attacks, Queen Mary steamed onwards with a damaged
bow. She radioed the other destroyers of her escort, about 7 nautical miles(13 km; 8.1 mi) away, and reported the
collision. Hours later, the convoy’s lead escort, consisting of HMS Bramham and one other ship, returned to rescue
approximately 101 survivors.
Lost with Curacoa were 337 officers and men of her crew, according to the Naval Casualty file released by The
National Archives in June 2013.Most of the lost men are commemorated on the Chatham Naval Memorial and the
rest on the Portsmouth Naval Memorial. The graves of those who died after rescue, or whose bodies were recovered,
were buried in Chatham and in Arisaig Cemetery in Invernesshire.Under the Protection of Military Remains Act
1986, Curacoa‘s wrecksite is designated a “protected place”.
Those who witnessed the collision were sworn to secrecy because of national security concerns. The loss was not
publicly reported until after the war ended, although the
Admiralty filed a writ against the Queen Mary’s owners,
Cunard White Star Line, on 22 September 1943 in the
Admiralty Court of the High Court of Justice. Little
happened until 1945, when the case went to trial in June; it
was adjourned to November and then to December 1946.
Mr. Justice Pilcher exonerated the Queen Mary‘s crew and
her owners from blame on 21 January 1947 and laid all
fault on the Curacoa‘s officers. The Admiralty appealed
his ruling and the Court of Appeal modified the ruling,
assigning two-thirds of the blame to the Admiralty and one
third to Cunard White Star. The latter appealed to the
House of Lords, but they upheld the decision…..
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VALE - Harry ‘John’ Dawkins 1931 – 2017
John was born in Middlesbrough, Yorkshire England. At
just 6 weeks of age John and his 2-year-old brother were
dropped off at an orphanage by their mother, never to see
her again. He knew nothing about the real world, only
what the nuns and taught him about the church. He
remained at the orphanage until he was 14 years of age
when his father picked him up.
It was a tough time for him over the next couple of years.
Living with an alcoholic father. At the age of 16 with no
job prospects and no skills and a tremendous amount of
unemployment in England post WWII, John decided to
join The British Merchant Navy. The captain of the ship
asked him what his name was and he said Harry, the
captain then replied, “we already have four Harry’s, you
can be called John.” From that day on he was only ever
known as John.
Due to his poor vision, the only job on the ship that was
suitable for him was in the kitchen. There he learnt his
way around the kitchen, which opened many doors for him
in the future. After a few years on the ship, and while
docked in Sydney Harbour, he jumped off the ship and it
returned to England without him.
He had no money, no job, nowhere to live and found himself homeless. He used to sleep under the Sydney Harbour
Bridge until a chance meeting with a elderly lady at a train station, she was so impressed by him, that she
recommended him at the accommodation house where she lived. Australia was also in the grips of great
unemployment, but John used the skills he picked up on the ship, landing him a job flipping burgers in Manly.
A few years later he got a job on a dairy farm in Echuca before returning to Sydney again to working on cargo ships
traveling around Australia and Thursday Island. It was while docked in Brisbane he meet Patsy Smith, they married
in 1960. Their wedding was pictured on the front page of two Brisbane newspapers and televised on the TV.
Earning good money on the ships, along with his wife Patsy they saved up and bought a boarding house in New
Farm, Brisbane. After 10 plus years on and off the boats and two children later, John decided to attended Technical
college and study building and construction. He worked his way up to become a building foreman and was in
charge of the constructions on a couple of them 10 story skyscrapers in Surfers Paradise such as The Sun Tower and
The Tiki Village.
In 1968 John and Patsy bought a pub, The Royal Hotel in Lowood in the Brisbane Valley. This was not the best
place to bring up two small children, so after only a couple of years they moved to the Gold Coast and leased a
Restaurant at Tugun, “The Jolly Spot” which they later bought. They stayed there for more than a decade. He was a
master chef, and had many customers coming back year after year. It was there that he had a pianola, after he
finished cooking, he would come out and play the pianola and have sing-alongs going until early hours of the
morning.
In 1975 the whole family took a trip to Europe for a three-month motorhome adventure. It was on this trip back to
England that John got to meet his mother for the first time. He embraced her with open arms and told her “He bore
no grudge against her for dropping him at the orphanage”.
Retirement saw John and Patsy buying a small hobby farm in Currumbin Valley. John continued his singing and
formed a band, ‘The Jay Dee 5’ which played at either Seagulls or Twin Towns on a Friday evening. He later
established a singing-entertaining group called ‘Encore’, then latter another group ‘The Bellbirds’. John also
enjoyed theatre, performing with the Spotlight theatre company in ‘Annie get your Gun’ and ‘The Sentimental
Bloke’ amongst others.
In his 80’s John continued with his singing, working solo singing at nursing homes, retirement villages and
hospitals. Still actively working as a handyman with his plumbing and building skills. He joined the Merchant Navy
SEQ Vindi Assoc, this was a great delight to him, allowing him to chat about old England and share memories
about his times in the British Merchant Navy.
On the 14th of September, after a short battle with pneumonia, John’s lungs collapsed and he passed away with
daughter Julie by his side.
Julie and his two grandchildren Tiana and Tyrone will miss John’s love for life and the wealth of knowledge that he
continued to pass on right up until his passing.
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Seawise Giant
Seawise Giant, later Happy Giant, Jahre
Viking, Knock Nevis, Oppama, and finally
Mont, was a ULCC supertanker that was
the longest ship ever built. It possessed the
greatest deadweight tonnage ever recorded.
Fully loaded, its displacement was 657,019
tonnes the heaviest ship of any kind, and
with a laden draft of 24.6m (81ft), it was
incapable of navigating the English
Channel, the Suez Canal or the Panama
Canal.
Overall, it was generally considered the
largest ship ever built, was sunk during the
Iran–Iraq War, but was later salvaged and
restored to service. It was last used as a
floating storage and offloading unit (FSO)
moored off the coast of Qatar in the Persian
Gulf at the Al Shaheen Oil Field.
The vessel was sold to Indian ship
breakers, and renamed Mont for its final
journey in December 2009. After clearing
Indian customs it sailed to Alang, Gujarat
where it was beached for scrapping.
Seawise Giant was ordered in 1974 and delivered in 1979 by Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd. at its Oppama
shipyard in Yokosuka, Kanagawa, Japan as a 418,611 ton ULCC. The vessel remained unnamed for a long time, and
was identified by its hull number, 1016. During sea trials, 1016 exhibited massive vibration problems while going
astern. The Greek owner refused to take delivery and the vessel was subject to a lengthy arbitration proceeding.
Following settlement the vessel was sold and christened Oppama by S.H.I.
The shipyard exercised its right to sell the vessel and a deal was brokered with Hong Kong Orient Overseas
Container Line founder C. Y. Tung to lengthen the ship by several metres and add 146,152 metric tons of cargo
capacity through jumboisation. Two years later it was relaunched as Seawise Giant. “Seawise”, a pun on “C.Y.'s”,
was used in the names of other ships owned by C.Y. Tung, including Seawise University.
After the refit, the ship had a capacity of 564,763 tonnes deadweight (DWT), a length overall of 458.45m (1,504.1ft)
and a draft of 24.611m (80.74ft). It had 46 tanks, 31,541m2 (339,500 sq ft) of deck space, and drew too much water
to pass through the English Channel. The rudder weighed 230 tons, the propeller 50 tons.
Seawise Giant was damaged and sunk during the 1980–1988 Iran–Iraq War by an Iraqi Air Force attack while
anchored off Larak Island on 14 May 1988 and carrying Iranian crude oil. The ship was struck by parachute bombs.
Fires ignited aboard the ship and blazed out of control, and it sank in the shallow waters off the coast of Larak
Island, Iran. It was declared a total loss and was written off.
Shortly after the Iran-Iraq war ended, Norman International bought the shipwreck, salvaged and repaired it. It was
renamed Happy Giant after the repairs. These repairs were done at the Keppel Company shipyard in Singapore after
towing it from the Persian Gulf. It entered service in October 1991 as Happy Giant.
Jørgen Jahre bought the tanker in 1991 for US$39 million and renamed it Jahre Viking. From 1991 to 2004, it was
owned by Loki Stream AS and flew the Norwegian flag. In 2004, it was purchased by First Olsen Tankers Pte. Ltd.,
renamed Knock Nevis, and converted into a permanently moored storage tanker in the Qatar Al Shaheen oil field in
the Persian Gulf.
Knock Nevis was renamed Mont, and reflagged to Sierra Leone by new owners Amber Development Corporation,
for its final voyage to India in January 2010 where it was scrapped by Priyablue Industries Pvt. Ltd. The vessel was
beached on December 22, 2009. Its 36 tonne anchor was saved and sent to the Hong Kong Maritime Museum for
exhibition.
Seawise Giant was the longest ship ever constructed, at 458.45m, longer than the height of many of the world's
tallest buildings. Despite its great length, Seawise Giant was not the largest ship by gross tonnage, ranking fifth
behind the four Batillus-class supertankers. Batillus - class ships and Seawise Giant were the largest self-propelled
objects ever constructed.
Seawise Giant was featured on the BBC series Jeremy Clarkson's Extreme Machines while it was underway as Jahre
Viking. According to its captain, S. K. Mohan, it could reach up to 16.5 knots (30.6km/h) in good weather, it took
9km to stop from that speed, and its turning circle in clear weather was about 3km.
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The Saga of the Bird Poo
It all started just after the flag pole was raised and we
had got over the euphoria of raising and lowering the
3 flags for the first time and answering a myriad of
questions from the passing public, it occurred to me
that the brand new white halyards might be a
tempting target for an opportunist thief, so three days
later travelled up to Point Danger to see how the now
nearly completed monument was going (we still had
to install the plaques). To my relief all the halyards
were as we had left them, but seagulls were roosting
on the crossbar and depositing their poo on our brand
spanking new monument where the paint had barely
dried.
In horror I resorted to a few rags from the car and a
tap at the BBQ area, which involved quite a few trips
as I didn’t want the sun to bake the poo hard,
partially successful I then resolved to always carry a
container of water and a scrubbing brush in the boot.
My thoughts then turned to all the professional
people who had designed and built the monument
without a thought of roosting seagulls, I also counted the committee and members in not thinking of this including
myself. In desperation a quick meeting and Googling bird deterrents and phoning the pole manufacturer who said
spikes were right out as they would tear the flags. We resolved to purchase a tape which glimmered in the sun and
had hawks printed on it. Before I could do this, speaking to my number two son who is a plumber and roofer he
suggested a bird wire which he had used with great success.
By now I was prepared to try anything, as twice weekly visits armed with a bottle and brush were beginning to get a
little tiresome, by now I had also armed myself with two traffic cones so I could actually park alongside the
monument on a yellow line. My son duly ordered the wire as a donation to us, but was unable to get it before the
dedication, luckily enough high winds had kept the birds away, but even on the big day had come armed with water
and scrubbing brush.
Two weeks later the Hunt family had a working bee to dismast the flag pole and install the bird wire, which was
stainless steel plus a spring at each end, we had by now enlisted the help of number one grandson who goes to a gym
3 or 4 times a week. He made very short work of lifting the flag pole down with the help of his dad and grandfather.
I’m doubly pleased to say not one bird poo to be seen since and the end of a very trying and costly saga.
At the time of going to press not one bird has successfully made a deposit……..

Somali pirates- back for good?
Apparently Somali pirates are back, or so some news headlines have recently read – but in reality piracy never left
Somalia, incidents just dramatically decreased as a result of protection measures and pirates in other parts of the
world drew more attention. It’s probably fair to say that for as long as there have been ships, there have been pirates
and this is unlikely to ever change.
There is a fear that Somali piracy may be back as a result in the scaling down of the protections measures in the area.
Piracy was already prevalent in the ancient world – Homer makes reference to it in both the Iliad and the Odyssey,
but even before late antiquity there was evidence of ancient pirates such as the Illyrians and the Tyrrhenians. A
particularly famous female pirate of this time was Queen Teuta of Illyria who reigned from approximately 231 BC
to 227 BC.


During the Elizabethan era, the government issued ‘letters of marque’ to certain pirates, this licensed them to
legally plunder enemy ships – Sir Francis Drake was one of these privateers.
 Modern piracy is not confined to a single geographic region, incidents occur worldwide. MO tends to change
regionally e.g. Somalian piracy traditionally focused on holding the vessel ransom, whilst West African piracy
appears to have mainly focused on cargo theft and crew kidnappings and ransom demands.
 The ICC maintains a map of live piracy incidents worldwide. It can be accessed here. There were 191 piracy
incidents reported in 2016.
 The Aris 13 (March 2017) was the first successful hijacking by Somali pirates since 2012. If a ship moves
through a high-risk area (HRA), as identified by the Joint War Risks Committee or a relevant mutual insurer,
additional cover in the form of War Risks is needed.
Source: UK P&I Club
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A Life on the Ocean Wave
The Merchant Navy is the maritime register of the United Kingdom, and describes the
seagoing commercial interests of UK-registered ships and their crews. Merchant Navy
vessels fly the Red Ensign and are regulated by the Maritime and Coastguard Agency
(MCA). King George V bestowed the title of “Merchant Navy” on the British merchant
shipping fleets following their service in the First World War; a number of other nations
have since adopted the title.
The Merchant Navy has been in existence for a significant period in British history, owing
much of its growth to British imperial expansion. As an entity in itself it can be dated back
to the 17th century, where an attempt was made to register all seafarers as a source of
labour for the Royal Navy in times of conflict. That registration of merchant seafarers
failed, and it was not successfully implemented until 1835. British ships were also deeply involved in acts of piracy
and armed robbery on the high seas, off the waters of Europe and Caribbean, as ships with British sailors robbed
from ships of foreign navies.
The merchant fleet grew over successive years to become the world's foremost merchant fleet, benefiting
considerably from trade with British possessions in India and the Far East. The lucrative trade in sugar, contraband
(opium to China), spices and tea (carried by ships such as the Cutty Sark) helped to solidify this dominance in the
19th century.
In the First and Second World Wars, the Merchant Service suffered heavy losses from German U-boat attacks. A
policy of unrestricted warfare meant that merchant seafarers were also at risk of attack from enemy ships. The
tonnage lost to U-boats in the First World War was around 7,759,090 tons and around 14,661 merchant seafarers
were killed. In honour of the sacrifice made by merchant seafarers in the First World War, George V granted the title
“Merchant Navy” to the service.
In 1928 George V made Edward, Prince of Wales “Master of the Merchant Navy and Fishing Fleets”, a title he
retained after his accession in January 1936 and relinquished only at his abdication that December. Since Edward
VIII the title has automatically been held by the sovereigns George VI and Elizabeth II. When the UK entered the
Second World War in September 1939 George VI issued this message:
In these anxious days I would like to express to all Officers and Men and in The British Merchant Navy and
The British Fishing Fleets my confidence in their unfailing determination to play their vital part in defence. To
each one I would say: Yours is a task no less essential to my people's experience than that allotted to the Navy,
Army and Air Force. Upon you the Nation depends for much of its foodstuffs and raw materials and for the
transport of its troops overseas. You have a long and glorious history, and I am proud to bear the title “Master of
the Merchant Navy and Fishing Fleets”. I know that you will carry out your duties with resolution and with
fortitude, and that high chivalrous traditions of your calling are safe in your hands. God keep you and prosper
you in your great task.
In the Second World War, German U-boats sank nearly 14.7 million tons of Allied shipping, which amounted to
2,828 ships (around two thirds of the total allied tonnage lost). The United Kingdom alone suffered the loss of 11.7
million tons, which was 54% of the total Merchant Navy fleet at the outbreak of the Second World War. 32,000
merchant seafarers were killed aboard convoy vessels in the war, but along with the Royal Navy, the convoys
successfully imported enough supplies to allow an Allied victory.
In honour of the sacrifices made in the two World Wars, the Merchant Navy lays wreaths of remembrance alongside
the armed forces in the annual Remembrance Day service on 11 November. Following many years of lobbying to
bring about official recognition of the sacrifices made by merchant seafarers in two world wars and since, Merchant
Navy Day became an official day of remembrance on 3 September 2000. It took another 7 years for Australia to
follow.
Despite maintaining its dominant position for many decades, the decline of the British Empire in the mid-20th
century inevitably led to the decline of the merchant fleet. For example, in 1939 the Merchant Navy was the largest
in the world with 33% of total tonnage. By 2012, the Merchant Navy — yet still remaining one of the largest in the
world — held only 3% of total tonnage.
In 2012 British merchant marine interests consisted of 1,504 ships of 100 GRT or over. This included ships either
UK directly owned, parent-owned or managed by a British company. This amounted to: 59,413,000 GRT or
alternatively 75,265,000 DWT. This is according to the annual maritime shipping statistics provided by the British
Government and the Department for Transport.
As a signatory to the STCW Convention UK ships are commanded by Deck Officers and Engineering Officers.
Officers undergo 3 years of training, known as a cadetship at one of the approved maritime colleges in the United
Kingdom. These include Warsash Maritime Academy, South Tyneside College, Fleetwood, Plymouth University
and City of Glasgow College. Cadets usually have a choice of two academic routes; Foundation Degree or Higher
National Diploma. Successful completion of this results in a qualification in marine operations or marine
engineering.
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ships trading to the Indian Ocean (including East
Africa) had crews from the Indian subcontinent.

Generally the costs of a cadetship will be met by
sponsorship from a UK shipping company. During the
3 years of training, cadets also go to sea, for a period of
a year or more, usually spread across the cadetship.
This affords a practical education that along with the
academic time in college prepares a candidate for a
separate and final oral exam. This oral exam is carried
out with a Master Mariner at an office of the Maritime
and Coastguard Agency.

Crews made up of recruits from Britain itself were
commonly used on ships trading across the North
Atlantic, to South America and to Australia and New
Zealand. Traditionally and still now, the ships crew is
run by the Bosun, as overseen by a responsible Deck
Officer, usually the Chief Mate.
A ship may also have different sub-departments, such
as the galley, radio department or hospitality services,
overseen by a Chief Cook, Radio Officer or Chief
Steward. Many of these roles have now changed, as
ships crews have become smaller in commercial
shipping.

Successful completion of the oral exam will result in
the award of a certificate of competency. This is the
international qualification, issued by the UK
government which allows an Officer to work in their
qualified capacity on-board a ship. Certificates are
issued for different ranks and as such an Officer will
usually return to complete a subsequent series of
studies until they reach the highest qualification.

On most ships the Radio department has disappeared,
along with the Radio Officer (colloquially known as
'sparks') replaced by changes in technology and the
requirement under the STCW Convention for Deck
Officers to hold individual certification in the GMDSS
System. Electro-technical Officers (ETO) also serve
aboard some ships and are trained to fix and maintain
the more complex systems.

The first UK Deck Officer certificates of competency
were issued in 1845, conducted then, as now, by a final
oral exam with a Master Mariner. The training regime
for Officers is set out in the official syllabus of the
Merchant Navy Training Board. This training still
encompasses all of the traditional trades such as
celestial navigation, ship stability, general cargo and
seamanship, but now includes training in business,
legislation, law, and computerisation for deck officers
and marine engineering principles, workshop
technology, steam propulsion, motor (diesel)
propulsion, auxiliaries, mechanics, thermodynamics,
engineering drawing, ship construction, marine
electrics as well as practical workshop training for
engineering officers.

Editor:- It is not my job or function to post letters to
the SEQ Assoc in this newsletter, but in this case have
no problem. The letter relates to Len Rouhan, Our Len,
a white beret, Arctic Convoy veteran who sadly crossed
the bar in Feb 2017.

Dear members, wives and friends
Len Rouhan’s family would like to thank you all for the
enduring words you have given us about “Our Dad.” We
all miss him so much, but never realized how so many
people had so many similar thoughts about him. His girls
and Shaun, his son, were always telling him “Lighten up
Dad” don’t be a “Fuddy Duddy.” According to us, he
never would, but from all we have read and been told from
various sources since he left us we must have been on our
own calling him “An Old Fuddy Duddy.”

Historically a person wishing to one day become a
captain, or master prior to about 1973, had five choices.
To attend one of the three elite naval schools from the
age of 12, the fixed-base HMS Conway and HMS
Worcester or Pangbourne Nautical College, which
would automatically lead to an apprenticeship as a
seagoing cadet officer; apply to one of several training
programmes elsewhere, or go to sea immediately by
applying directly to a merchant shipping company at
about age 17. Then there would be three years (with
prior training or four years without) of seagoing
experience aboard ship, in work-clothes and as mates
with the deck crew, under the direction of the bo'sun
cleaning bilges, chipping paint, polishing brass, cement
washing freshwater tanks, and holystoning teak decks,
and studying navigation and seamanship on the bridge
in uniform, under the direction of an officer, before
taking exams to become a second mate.

So Thank You so much one and all for all you have done
for us and all the things people are still doing and telling
us about him.
Yours faithfully
Jean Rouhan & Family
WOW - Singapore is located along one of the world’s
busiest waterways, with close to 1,000 ships anchored
there at any given time. A ship calls at Singapore port
every two or three minutes a total of around 130,000
ships a year.

Historically, the composition of the crew on UK ships
was diverse. This was a characteristic of the extant of
the shipping companies trade, the extent of the British
Empire and the availability of crew in different ports.
One ship might have a largely all British crew, while
another might have a crew composed of many Indians,
Chinese or African sailors.

Singapore’s hub port is a complex stream of activity,
handling a variety of cargoes at different terminals.

Crews from outside Britain were usually drawn from
areas in which the ship traded, so Far East trading ships
had either Singapore or Hong Kong crews, banana
boats had West Indian crews, ships trading to West
Africa and Southern Africa had African crews and

About 30 million containers and 500 million tonnes of
cargo are handled every year and more than 30 million
tonnes of bunkers lifted annually. In addition, about a
million visitors cruise into Singapore every year.
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Xmas Thoughts For 2017
Well this has been a year of contrasts, successful completion of the erection of
the monument to all merchant seafarers and on the flip side we lost five
members who crossed the bar. Jack Hubbard, Len Rouhan, Colin Butler,
William Morgan, John Dawkins, and overseas Brian Humphries, at this time of
year it will be especially hard for their families. On behalf of our association, I
wish them positive and beautiful memories of their loved ones.
As I said previously, our success in completing the monument was our
crowning glory. From some comments that were made in the past, we weren’t
given much chance of raising the funds that were necessary. Up to a point that
was true, so the committee in discussion with the rank and file decided to cut
our cloth to suit, this resulted in a smaller monument on a more level block
nearer to the road, cutting costs enormously.
This culminated in a very successful dedication on International Merchant Navy Day attended by many hundreds,
the main speeches by his excellency the Governor of Queensland and the mayor of the city of the Gold Coast,
confirmed our commitment to honour all the merchant mariners who had paid the ultimate price in the establishment
and defence of Australia. Many words have been written by not only the press but also our newsletter editor that it
leaves little for me to say other than an extremely well done to all our members and our myriad of supporters and
donors.
Our meetings continue to be well supported but not so our social outings, we had to cancel two this year due to lack
of support, being so diverse in our location of members it is hard to choose a venue which can suit the majority, we
will continue to try and choose an event that appeals to all and sundry, please come forward with any suggestions
you may think of.
Eileen and I will be away for 70 days in March celebrating our
diamond wedding jubilee, true to form we will be voyaging to the
UK from Fremantle to Tilbury (London) in the MV Astor via
South Africa. Quite by chance Willie and Diana Fair, one of our
members will be on the same cruise, so will have somebody
keeping an eye on us. Don’t worry though Terry, Graham,
Stephen, Mike and Bill (editor) will be looking after your interests
while I’m away.
In conclusion Eileen and I would like to wish everyone world wide
a very happy and safe Xmas time, enjoy your families and come
back vitalised for the upcoming year.
Brian Hunt, President

Passing of a Legend
Brian Humpries was a legend in his own lifetime, but it is with regret that we
know so little of his early years, much has been registered of his years in NZ in
particular of the Bay of Islands and his obsession with the author Zane Gray,
which later drove him to purchase the deep sea game fishing boat “Alma G”
Quite by chance Brian and I both sailed on the Shaw Savill ship SS Gothic and
spent many hours reminiscing.
Upon retirement Brian moved part of his substantial land acquisitions to Australia
and settled on a large property at Clagiraba in the Gold Coast hinterland. This is
when he joined our association and spent many hours talking of his time at the
Vindicatrix and how proud he was of its influence on his life.
After a visit to the Philippines and being involved in Rotary, became obsessed
with the poor moved there temporarily, joined Rotary in Manilla and worked
incessantly to help where he could. He always wrote in his emails of his intending to visit Australia very soon,
sadly ill health caught up with him and he never made it, much to the regret of his many friends he made in our
association. RIP Brian.
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Great Galveston Hurricane of 1900
Of all the places in the world that you think are dangerous don’t just blink an eye at Galveston, Texas where over the
years huge port fires and explosions have happened killing many thousands. I have heard many stories of this port
from floods to tornadoes and to the previous mentioned.
The Hurricane of 1900 made landfall on the city of Galveston in the U.S. state of Texas, on September 8, 1900. It
had estimated winds of 145 miles per hour (233 km/h) at landfall, making it a Category 4 storm on the Saffir–
Simpson Hurricane Scale. It was the deadliest hurricane in US history, and the second costliest hurricane in US
history based on the US dollar's 2005 value (to compare costs with those of Hurricane Katrina and others).
The hurricane caused great loss of life with the estimated death toll between 6,000 and 12,000 individuals; the
number most cited in official reports is 8,000, giving the storm the third-highest number of deaths or injuries of any
Atlantic hurricane, after the Great Hurricane of 1780 and 1998's Hurricane Mitch. The Galveston Hurricane of 1900
is to date the deadliest natural disaster ever to strike the United States. By contrast, the second-deadliest storm to
strike the United States, the 1928 Okeechobee Hurricane, caused more than 2,500 deaths, and the deadliest storm of
recent times, Hurricane Katrina, claimed the lives of approximately 1,800 people.
The hurricane occurred before the practice of assigning official code names to tropical storms was instituted, and
thus it is commonly referred to under a variety of descriptive names. Typical names for the storm include the
Galveston Hurricane of 1900, the Great Galveston Hurricane, and, especially in older documents, the Galveston
Flood. It is often referred to by Galveston locals as The Great Storm or The 1900 Storm.
The storm's origins are unclear, because of the limited observation ability at the end of the 19th century. Ship reports
were the only reliable tool for observing hurricanes at sea, and because wireless telegraphy was in its infancy, these
reports were not available until the ships put in at a harbor. The 1900 storm, like many powerful Atlantic hurricanes,
is believed to have begun as a Cape Verde-type hurricane - a tropical wave moving off the western coast of Africa.
The first formal sighting of the hurricane's precursor occurred on August 27, about 1,000 miles (1,600 km) east of
the Windward Islands, when a ship recorded an area of “unsettled weather.” The storm passed through the Leeward
Islands on August 30, probably as a tropical depression as indicated by barometric pressure reports from Antigua.
Three days later, Antigua reported a severe thunderstorm passing over, followed by the hot, humid calmness that
often occurs after the passage of a tropical cyclone. By September 1, U.S. Weather Bureau observers were reporting
on a “storm of moderate intensity (not a hurricane)” southeast of Cuba. Continuing westward, the storm made
landfall on southwest Cuba on September 3, dropping heavy rains.
The storm was reported to be north of Key West on September 6, and in the early morning hours of Friday,
September 7, the Weather Bureau office in New Orleans, Louisiana, issued a report of heavy damage along the
Louisiana and Mississippi coasts. Details of the storm were not widespread; damage to telegraph lines limited
communication. The Weather Bureau's central office in Washington, D.C., ordered storm warnings raised from
Pensacola, Florida, to Galveston. By the afternoon of the 7th, large swells from the southeast were observed on the
Gulf, and clouds at all altitudes began moving in from the northeast. Both of these observations are consistent with a
hurricane approaching from the east. The Galveston Weather Bureau office raised its double square flags; a
hurricane warning was in effect. The ship Louisiana encountered the hurricane at 1 p.m. that day after departing
New Orleans. Captain Halsey estimated wind speeds of 100 mph (160 km/h). These winds correspond to a Category
2 hurricane in the modern-day Saffir–Simpson Hurricane Scale.
By early afternoon on Saturday, September 8, a steady northeastern wind had picked up. By 5 p.m., the Bureau
office was recording sustained hurricane-force winds. That night, the wind direction shifted to the east, and then to
the southeast as the hurricane's eye began to pass over the island just west of the city. By 11 p.m., the wind was
southerly and diminishing. On Sunday morning, clear skies and a 20 mph (30 km/h) breeze off the Gulf of Mexico
greeted the Galveston survivors. The storm continued on, and later tracked into Oklahoma. From there, it continued
over the Great Lakes while still sustaining winds of almost 40 mph (as recorded over Milwaukee, Wisconsin) and
passed north of Halifax, Nova Scotia, on September 12, 1900. From there it travelled into the North Atlantic where it
disappeared from observations, after decimating a schooner fleet fishing off the coast of Newfoundland and
Labrador, Canada.
At the end of the 19th century, the city of Galveston, Texas, was a booming town with a population of 37,000
residents. Its position on the natural harbor of Galveston Bay along the Gulf of Mexico made it the centre of trade
and the biggest city in the state of Texas. With this prosperity came a sense of complacency.
A quarter of a century earlier, the nearby town of Indianola on Matagorda Bay was undergoing its own boom and
was second to Galveston among Texas port cities. Then in 1875, a powerful hurricane blew through, nearly
destroying the town. Indianola was rebuilt, though a second hurricane in 1886 caused residents to simply give up
and move elsewhere. Many Galveston residents took the destruction of Indianola as an object lesson on the threat
posed by hurricanes. Galveston is built on a low, flat island, little more than a large sandbar along the Gulf Coast.
These residents proposed a seawall be constructed to protect the city, but their concerns were dismissed by the
majority of the population and the city's government.
Since its formal founding in 1839, the city of Galveston had weathered numerous storms, all of which the city
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survived with ease. Residents believed any future
storms would be no worse than previous events. In
order to provide an official meteorological statement on
the threat of hurricanes, Galveston Weather Bureau
section director Isaac Cline wrote an 1891 article in the
Galveston Daily News in which he argued not only that
a seawall was not needed to protect the city, but also
that it would be impossible for a hurricane of
significant strength to strike the island. The seawall was
not built, and development activities on the island
actively increased its vulnerability to storms. Sand
dunes along the shore were cut down to fill low areas in
the city, removing what little barrier there was to the
Gulf of Mexico.

Estimates range from 6,000 to 12,000. Most had
drowned or been crushed as the waves pounded the
debris that had been their homes hours earlier. Many
survived the storm itself but died after several days
trapped under the wreckage of the city, with rescuers
unable to reach them. The rescuers could hear the
screams of the survivors as they walked on the debris
trying to rescue those they could. A further 30,000 were
left homeless.
The dead bodies were so numerous that burying them
all was not possible. The dead were initially weighted
down and dumped at sea, but when the gulf currents
washed many of the bodies back onto the beach, a new
solution was needed. Funeral pyres were set up
wherever the dead were found and burned for weeks
after the storm. The authorities passed out free whiskey
to sustain the distraught men conscripted for the
gruesome work of collecting and burning the dead.
More people were killed in this single storm than the
total of those killed in all the tropical cyclones that have
struck the United States since. This count is greater
than 300 cyclones, as of 2009. The Galveston
Hurricane of 1900 remains the deadliest natural disaster
in U.S. history. Also with a damage repair bill of $120
billion.
To prevent future storms from causing destruction like
that of the 1900 hurricane, many improvements to the
island were made. The first 3 miles (4.8km) of the
Galveston Seawall, 17-foot (5m) high, were built
beginning in 1902. An all-weather bridge was
constructed to the mainland to replace the ones
destroyed in the storm.
The most dramatic effort to protect the city was its
raising. Dredged sand was used to raise the city of
Galveston by as much as 17 feet (5.2m) above its
previous elevation. Over 2,100 buildings were raised in
the process.

On September 4, the Galveston office of the U.S.
Weather Bureau began receiving warnings from the
Bureau's central office in Washington, D.C., that a
“tropical storm” had moved northward over Cuba. The
Weather Bureau forecasters had no way of knowing
where the storm was or where it was going. At the time,
they discouraged the use of terms such as tornado or
hurricane to avoid panicking residents in the path of
any storm event.

STILL WAITING

Conditions in the Gulf of Mexico were ripe for further
strengthening of the storm. The Gulf had seen little
cloud cover for several weeks, and the seas were as
warm as bathwater, according to one report. For a storm
system that feeds off moisture, the Gulf of Mexico was
enough to boost the storm from a tropical storm to a
hurricane in a matter of days, with further strengthening
likely. Largely because of the unremarkable weather,
few residents heeded the warning. Few people
evacuated across Galveston's bridges to the mainland,
and the majority of the population was unconcerned by
the rain clouds that had begun rolling in by
midmorning.
The citizens of Houston knew a powerful storm had
blown through and had made ready to provide
assistance. Workers set out by rail and ship for the
island almost immediately. Rescuers arrived to find the
city completely destroyed. It is believed 8,000 people—
20% of the island's population—had lost their lives.

to use that algebra they forced me
to learn in high school
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It’s Christmas and a policeman knocked on my door

Once upon a time, there were four people; Their
names were Everybody, Somebody, Nobody and
Anybody.

After 20 seconds he knocked again, but I just continued
to ignore it. The knocks got louder and more frequent
but I was determined not to move in the hope that he
would just go away.

Whenever there was an important job to be done,
Everybody was sure that Somebody would do it.
Anybody could have done it, but Nobody did it.

this morning, but I just locked it and sat there in
complete silence.

When Nobody did it, Everybody got angry because it
was Everybody”s job. Everybody thought that
Somebody would do it, but Nobody
realized that Nobody would do it.

Then, he decided to look through the window. He
shouted, “Do you think I'm
stupid? I can see you in
there, sir. Open the door!” I
said, “You're not coming in
mate!” He said, “I don't want
to come in, I just want you to
step out of the car.”

So consequently Everybody blamed
Somebody when Nobody did what
Anybody could have done in the
first place.

As the coffin was being lowered into the ground at a
Parking Inspectors funeral, a voice from inside screams
“I’m not dead, I’m not dead, HELP let me out!”

The 98-year-old Mother Superior from Ireland
was dying. The nuns gathered around her bed trying to
make her last journey comfortable. They tried giving
her some warm milk to drink but she refused it.

The Vicar smiles, leans forward sucking air through his
teeth and mutters....... “Too f**$#%^g late mate, I’ve
already done the paperwork”.

One of the nuns took the glass back to the kitchen and
remembering a bottle of Irish Whiskey received as a
gift the previous Christmas, she opened it and poured a
generous amount into the warm milk. Back at Mother
Superior”s bed, she held the glass to her lips.

SEQ SLOP CHEST

Mother drank a little, then a little more and before they
knew it, she had drunk the whole
glass down to the last drop.
“Mother,”
the
nuns
asked
earnestly, “please give us a word
of wisdom before you die.”
Struggling, she raised herself up
and said, “Don”t sell that cow.”

Metal MN Lapel Badges
Metal Vindicatrix Lapel Badges
MN Blazer Badges
MN Blazer Badges
MN Cap Badge
Club Shirt (to order)
Club Caps
MN Poppy Badge

Paddy says to Mick… “Christmas Day is on a

Friday this year”. Mick says “Let”s hope it's not the
13th”.

$8 00 each
$5.00 each
$22.00 each
$15.00 each
$17.00 each
$50.00 each
$15.00 each
$20.00 each

All Communications to
Brian Hunt on 07 5513 0178
Preferably email at:- brian.hunt8@bigpond.com

An old fella goes to see his doctor for a check
up….. this done he goes home in a cloud. A very close
and good friend goes to visit him to find out how he got
on. “How did you go at the doctors
mate?” he asked. “He told me I’ve
got the big “C”.” was the reply.
“Geez mate, cancer?” asked the
friend. “No, Dyslexia.” replied the
old fella.
President, Brian Hunt BEM JP
241/2 Falcon Way
TWEED HEAD SOUTH NSW 2486
Ph: (07) 5513-0178
Email: brian.hunt8@bigpond.com
Secretary, Terry Docker
96/22 Handsford Road
COOMBABAH QLD 4216
Ph: 0415 145 311
Email: lamsur@virginbroadband.com.au

Twin Towns RSL
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